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thank you so much for this driver package. it worked like a charm. i'm using a 2 month old lenovo yoga 720 (intel i5-7200u, 16 gb ram, 1 tb hdd, nvidia geforce 920m). the webcam worked perfectly, i was able to skype, watch youtube videos, etc. without any problems. finally a driver that works on this very powerful machine! hi, i found your website in google and i am really glad of it because i am trying to install a webcam driver for my asus vivobook. but i am having a problem. my video driver is "intel graphics media accelerator hd". i am trying to download this
driver from here but the "1.0.10" version is the only one i can choose from. is it possible to change the driver to "intel graphics media accelerator x3100"? can you help me please? can you help me to solve the driver problem with my video? i have a new motherboard and new computer but the driver from my previous motherboard was installed. my video is intel hd graphics 3000. the driver i have is "nvidia geforce 8400 gs" but it doesn't work. thank you for creating this guide. now i have the webcams drivers installed. i'm using a lenovo ideapad u330 with

windows 7 64-bit. everything works great but i also can't shut down the computer while it's plugged in. the green led on the front of the device lights up but the power button doesn't shut down the computer. i have to physically remove the usb cable. any idea why this is happening? good morning mark. i have a msi x99a motherboard with an intel core i7-6700k cpu. i've tried installing the driver you provided and the problem persists. if i try to install the driver you provided, the computer reboots. do you have a driver for that motherboard? if so, could you please
upload that driver package to your website? thanks in advance!
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